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1. Introduction: Scope of the report

The OECD Joint Working Party on the Internai Industrial Environ-

ment decided at its second meeting (9th - llth May, 1973) to

systematically gather more information concerning trends, prob

lems, experiences and actions affecting the quality of working

life. Information specifically centred around workers’ motiva

tion and satisfaction, the roies of governments and the social

patterns, and orientation towards pertinent new social policies

was desired.

On this basis, 12 member countries submitted national reports

to the OECD: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,

Germariy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzeriand, Turkey and

the United States. Member countries were flot asked to initiate

new research for this purpose but rather to try to discern

trends from existing statistical data, problems reported by

trade unions and employers’ associations, research work under

taken by governmental agencies and universities, and the experi

ences 0f trade unions, employers and Ministries of Labour.

Attention was to be focused principally on factors adversely

affecting the quality of working life and the role of govern

ments in alleviating them (see memorandum on the second meet

ing of the Joint Working Party and Proposals for Further Action.

(DIE/IND/74.19, MS/S/74.l)). In their responses, while the 12

countries report having some problems in common, they also re

veal significant differerices, largely because of variance in

economic development and conditions.

Both the problems experienced in respect of the internai indust

rial environment and the quality of working life are largely

dependent on the wider aspects of each society, its political

system and aims and the way it deals with conflicts between

social and economic goals. Different societies will have differ—
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ent priorities regarding economic growth, price stability, full

employnient, equalitarian income distribution and equality in

social and cultural opportunities. As long as societies are

different there will necessarily be variation in the identifica

tion 0f problems; the analysis of their causes and the responses

made to those problems. It is in this setting of variety that

the country reports need to be interpreted.

It follows that any discussion of COflIflOfl traits in development

and problems concerning the internai industriai environment

must be made carefully. Problems may look much alike technically

in reports 0f this kind, yet have very different political

dimensions.

To a large extent this is true even within a particular country.

As long as there are social partners with some interests in

coninon, others in conflict at the workplace, governmental reports

will very much reflect compromises of a more or less temporary

character. Insofar as governments are regarded as representing

an amalgam of social interests, reflecting the wishes of the

majority of members of the society, they will express a sort of

third standpoint. What has been suggested so fr can be illustrated

in this very simple way:

Exchange or gain for the
ernDlovees

Exchange or gain
for the owners.
cf the enterpris

Exchange or gain for ccnsurers
and the surrounding sccieiy.
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The figure tries to illustrate the fact that some changes in

the working environment, the production process and the organi

sation of work represent a positive exchange for employers (the

owners of the enterprise) as well as for employees and consumers

(the surrounding society), while other changes may give positive
exchange only to one 0f the social partners involved.

The amount of exchange common to the social partners is a func

tion of the role played in society by the undertaking and the

owners, as well as how the total benefit from production is

distributed in society and the political environment of the

enterpri se.

The bigger the overlap between the three circles in the simple

figure, the more comon interests, comnion views on problems and

thus “realism” can be expected in a governmental report. The

amount of overlap is a question of political values and will thus

shift over time as well as reflecting political changes.

It must be remembered that interests of different social origin
may be settled in a compromise in such a way that, for exaniple,
a work environmenf reform will be overridden by organisational
changes aimed at improving profitability. Investments in making

machinery safe may be paid for by speeding up production, thereby
possibly causing new problems and even introducing risks of à

new and unknown kind. An often reported case is when physical

work load is replaced by mental work load. The fatigue from mental
work load has another character and follows another time-curve
than fatigue from physical work load.

These arguments have been put forward ta show that the problems

behind the rather simple and straightforward formulations in this
report are of a complex and varying character. Further, it should
be mentioned that the variance in the amount of data given in the
national reports, is considerable. The data varies in terms of

comprehensiveness and depth from country to country. Some reports
include in—depth critical analyses of the present situation,
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trying to identify probiems and establish their causes. Others

merely present an overview of the present situation, without

delving into basic probiems. Some countries have incorporated

many statistics concerning conditions such as accidents, absentee—

ism and turnover, while others provide statistics only on a single

phenomenon, such as industrial disputes. Stiil others include

no statistics at ail.

This is flot a criticism of the reports since the OECD outiine
for them ieft considerabie freedom to respondents. Thus,
for example, respondents were invited to include as much in
formation and statistics on health and safety as they wished.
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2. Some effects of, and factors underlying, economic growth.

The l950s and 60s were economicaily good decades in pretty well

ail OECD-countries. Economic growth was rapid and the achievement

of the welfare state appeared in sight and even within reach.

But it seems that a price had to be paid for this success, a

price which has not been fuiiy apparent until the last few years.

Ecological probiems like poiiuted air and water have muitipiied as

a function of industriai expansion. The production of “waste pro

ducts” is another side of mass production, giving rise to consumer

discontent and accordingiy organisations to take care of consumer

interests and exercise control over products. In connection with

the internai industrial environment it is evident that there have

been strong reactions during tl?e last few years against bad work

ing environments, fragmentation of tasks, creation of monotonous

jobs, etc. Thus the problems presented in this report have a broader

background; they refiect general economic and sociai probiems as

well as problems specific to the work place and industry.

First of ail economic deveiopment during the last decades has

meant a generai increase in the number 0f people in the employ

ment market. Participation rates have been rising (specificaily

reported from Canada and Sweden).

Rising participation rates may be good things in themselves but

in combination with certain trends in the econommy high partici

pation may cause problems. The concentration of capital and pro

duction in industrial centres and bigger production units has led

governments to forinulate active manpower poiicies to make the

work force more mobile. Such policies may include the education

of the labour force to make it a better fit with the needs of

industry. They may include economic support to people who have

to move from economic peripheries in the countries to industrial

centres.
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At the same time there are structural changes going on in industry.

Production has grown more capital intensive, the dernand for labour

shifting over time and industrial sector. The changing structure

of industry has at least two sides: changes in geographical loca

tion and changes in demand for labour - in terms of numbers as

well as skills. Structural unemployment has been a new and rising

problem in many countries. In a situation with deep-rooted structur

al changes of the kind here referred to, the rising participation-

rate will mean more problems with unemployment caused by these

structural changes.

This is one example of the type of two-sidedness that is typical

for the development: a phenomenon like rising participation rate

is froni one point of view a positive change but together with

other trends it may accelerate problems at the same time.

Another example is the reaction during recent years towards job

mobility programes in some countries, like France, the Netherlands,

Great Britain, etc. Strikes to keep the jobs, occupation of work

places to keep a company or à production unit operative in the

locality are forms of industrial action which may have broad

social implications. In the French report they are interpreted

this way: “The current strikes to preserve firms in economic diffi

culties and workers’ refusal to change their place of residence

mean that employment policy must be reviewed flot only in terms of

workers’ mobility but also the mobility of the enterprise”.

Thus one of the important factors behind the rapid economic growth -

- the concentration 0f capital and creation of bigger and more

economically effective production units in industrial centres — has

created problems of a relatively new kind. These problems cannot

be solved by traditional employment policies. Other ways and means

including the active control and mobility of capital and enter

prises must be developed. Some countries, like Sweden, have already

tried an active economic incentive policy to have enterprises to
move from the economic and industrial centres of the country to

the peripheries. Another way is to have more participation from
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workers and trade unions in decision-making in the big companies.

An example is the mergers code of 1971 in the Netherlands, drawn

up by the Social and Economic Council. It states that before a

merger is decided upon the management of the enterprise has to

consult the trade unions concerned about the merger plan, especial

ly about the social and economic consequences for the workers.

Whatever the efficiency of the methods practiced is, it can be

said that this trend cornes out clearly from the national reports:

many governments are eagerly concerned with creating active poli

cies to control capital movernents on the basis 0f social criteria.

Other examples of problems coming up are given frorn some countries

on the effects of the creation 0f industrial centres, including

ecological as well as social problems. Ecological problems may

be attacked by legislation, supervising bodies, different kinds

of selective, economic support, etc, as reported from Spain. The

social and housing problems experienced in connection with the

creation of residential quarters in the neighbourhood of industri

al centres are more difficult to deal with. The rising number of

foreign workers in many countries (at least until recently) gives

rise for instance to different types of segregation in these

areas. Problems of this kind then have been accerituated in count

ries with high immigration like Germany, the Netherlands and France.

Effects of the concentration of capital and production on the

employnient market and employment structure have been observed in

most reporting countries. One example is movement between economic

sectors. In earlier years a move from the primary sector (agri

culture, forestry) to the secondary (industry) was observed.

During recent years there has been a movement from both the pri

mary and the secondary to the tertiary sector (services). This

change - often called the creation of “the post—industrial society”

- can be illustrated by the following figures from Canada: during

the period 1961-1973 there was an 8 per cent rise in employment in

the tertiary sector accompanied by a decrease in the primary and

a stagnation in the secondary. In addition there was a shift from

blue collar work to white collar work, the latter increasing from

38 per cent in 1961 to 46 per cent in 1971.
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Employment in industry is stagnating or in some instances even

diminishing. The main cause behind this trend is technological

changes in industry, among other things leadirig towards a more

capital—intensive and less labour-demanding production. Levinson

has estimated that about 60 per cent of the investments in pro

duction in big companies are spent on the development of less

labour-demanding techniques, while only 40 per cent is spent on

production-expanding arrangements. A rise in industrial production

can thus be achieved in combination with a diminishing need for

labour.

Other effects of the structural changes in industry have been

registered ‘in the employment market. There seems to be reason to

talk about a fragmentation of the labour market at least in two

respects. First there may be uneniployment in one area of the eco

nomy while there may be underemployment in another. This has often

been attacked through retraining programes and the earlier mentioned

job mobility progranries. Education and training have generally been

seen as a constrùctive response to employment.

The change to automated production has also emphasized the import

ance of education and training in the labour force. And this is

the point where the second type of fragmentation of the labour

market can be seen: broadly the labour market has been divided

into two parts - one for skilled workers on the one hand and one

for unskilled labour on the other. At the same time as there is

unemployment for skilled workers and educated labour there may

be a need for unskilled labour. Countries like the Netherlands and

France report on this situation. French labour statistics show a

change in the proportion of skilled and unskilled workers in the

labour force. The percentage of skilled workers diminished from

48.9 per cent in 1954 to 37.7 per cent in 1968, while the percent-

age of unskilled workers increased from 19.6 per cent in 1954 ta

22.4 per cent in 1968. 2)

1) Levinson, C., Capital Inflation and the Multinationals. Geo.
Allen and Unwin, Iondon 1971.

2) Figures from a paper by Michel le Tron at the Regional Trade
Union Seminar, (The Quality of Life at the Workplace), OECD,
Vienna 2lst-24th May, 1974.
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Higher living standards and better education have made it a

probiem to recruit unskilled labour inside the highly deveioped

industrialised countries. The need for more unskilled labour has

then at least until recently been met through recruitment of

foreign workers from iess deveioped countries. The following

figures from the Netherlands give an indication of the problem:

the net immigration of workers, mainiy froni developing countries,

rose from 28,000 in the period 1954-1959 to 54,000 in the period

1969-1973. (These figures do flot include workers from countries

within the EEC). Similar trends have been reported from France,

Switzerland and Sweden.

The immigrant workers are found in jobs that are unattractive

to the native workers, jobs that are reiatively low paid, having

low status, the working environment regarded as bad, etc.

During the last few years there has been a change, as government

action to limit excessive immigration has been taken in a lot of

countries. The social costs seem to have been bigger than the

economic gain from the mass immigration and by the end of 1973,

this has led many governments to adopt restrictive policies. This

trend seems to have been rather generai and fin, as reported by

the OECD SOPEMI experts. 1) To sum up: when we are dealing with

problems relating to the internai industrial environment, we are

concerned with one aspect of the quaiity of working life, which

must be looked upon against the full background. The general

frame of reference is work in society, how it is regarded and

what more room there is for reforms of different kinds. This is

said once again to stress the fact that the questions we deal

with are political, in a sense, that there are divergent interests

expressed by the social partners, in many instances, and that

matters wili be settied differently in different countries.

1) Continuous Reporting System on Migration (SOPEMI), Report
1974, OECD, Paris.
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3. Conditions of Work: Internai Industrial Environment

a) Heaith and Safety

Health and safety in industry are subject to specific legislation

in ail reporting countries. In most countries these kinds of laws

were first enacted long ago, often in the last century. The over

ail objective of legai protection has been graduaily broadened

from accident prevention and protection against influences from

the working environment that are injurious to health, towards en

suring workers’ welfare and well being in a more comprehensive

social sense. As an example the United States Act of 1970 may be

cited: “So far as possible.... no empioyee wili suffer diminished

heaith, functionai capacity or life expectancy as a resuit of his

work experience”. It is further reported from Switzerland that

the government is extending the concept of health to cover “social

health” as weli. “The maintenance of social harmony is increasingly

regarded as the basis of a healthy and balanced working envi ronment”.

Unfortunately this development in legislative action does flot mean

that the probiems of physical heaith and safety at work are solved.

The situation in reai working life has flot advanced very much

towards the goals and aims of the legislators, the problems of

accidents and safety stiil being a main concern in the everyday

operation of industry In the United States, 8,000 workers are

r killed each year in accidents in industry, and more than 6 million

people suffer from the effects of injuries at work and occupational

diseases. The proportions are similar in other countries. The
Swedjsh statistics show that 300 workers are kiiled each year and
2,000 severeiy handicapped in a total of 120,000 injuries a year
in industry.

The probiern of physicai health and safety at work is a big one in
itseif; another fact seems even more discouraging. In spite of
a diminishing amount 0f working hours spent on hazardous work -

an effect of the above-mentioned technical development - occupational
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diseases and physical accidents show very few signs of disappear

ance fromwork. On the contrary, accident rates and numbers of

occupational diseases has remained remarkably constant over the

last ten years. This is the case in Sweden, France, Canada and

Turkey. Countries like the United States, Germany arid Switzerland

have had diminishing total numbers of accidents, while the numbers

of fatal and severe accidents have remained unchanged or even

risen.

It should be remembered too that this type of statistic is flot

very reliable; that there are many biases leading to underestima

tian of the severity of the problem. The definition of occupational

diseases is for example in many countries dependent on the social

security system, what diseases are accepted as “occupational” in

origin etc. The Swedish government has set up a special investi

gation of this problem, to make recommendations for legislation

about the type of statistics that should be kept and the calcula

tions ta be done.

The problem is to find measures and computations that give infor

mation of a comprehensive and practical kind, statistics which

show what actions should be taken as well as the effect of differ

ent changes in the working environment.

What are the costs of accidents and diseases in industry? The

costs to the individual can naturally neyer be fully estimated.

The above cited passage from the American law shows that this

should flot be necessary. It is evident for human and social reasons

that accidents and diseases should be reduced.

But the economic reality is something else. Economic incentives

are of primary importance to managements of business enterprises

and there is, comparatively, a lack of economic incentives regard

ing accident—prevention. The costs of accidents, occupatiorial iii

nesses and wearing out of people in industry are ta a large extent
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increasingly borne by society in general, according to the kind

of social security systems introduced in most countries. These

costs are evidently big, an estimate made by the Swiss National

Security Agency (CNA) shows that these costs equal l/8th of the

gross national product in Switzerland.

Naturally there are costs to the enterprises too, the reducing of

which is an economic incentive to preventive action. In some

cases costs for recruiting and training new labour become high

enough to motivate specific action in ternis of a better working

environment. In other cases labour may be a scarce resource and

production losses caused by turnover and accidents at work big

eriough to motivate rehabilitative action concerning the working

environment. But generally speaking, the lack of economic in

centive seems clearly to be a factor behind the slow pace and

meagre resuits in improving accident prevention in industry.

But there seem to be two major new variables which are making

the reduction of accidents and occupational ilinesses especially

difficult.

First, mainly with occupational diseases, there has been the

introduction of new materials and substances creating an in

crease in the risks for occupational cancers, allergies and the

like. The introduction 0f new chemicals in industry introduces

new risks and hazards in the working environment of which very

little is known. The size of the problems in question is shown

by the fact that in the United States more than 13,000 toxic

substances are known to be used in industry, while less than 5

per cent of these are regulated according to federal standards.

The latency period for such diseases as cancer make it difficuit

to regulate such substances. The newly discovered carcinogenic

effect 0f vinyl chloride is a reminder of the seriousness and

complexity of the problem.
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Second, it would seem that previously unknown stresses appear at

very much the same rate as old ones disappear. The rising product

ivity during the 1950s and 60s was not solely due to technical

rationalisations, but was to some extent founded on individual

speeding up and rising work intensity. The classical trend other

wise is for physical effort to be replaced by mental exertion.

A specific case of this change is exemplified in the French national

report by the rising amount of shift-work, another consequence for

the more capital-intensive automated production fornis. Mental work

load introduces a new function on the fatigue-curve, as shown by

ergonomists like Hashimoto (Japan) or Grandjean (Switzerland).

There is some evidence suggesting shiftwork as one cause of psycho

somatic illnesses such as gastric ulcer, chronic headaches, etc.

b) Physical conditions at the workplace: What to do?

First it must be stated that conditions of work have been improved

in many respects since the beginning of this century. This report

is taiking about the problems without mentioning the advantages

of the present situation. But this has to do with the objectives

of the Working Party, which are to look into remaining problems,

trying to find solutions or better ways to faster changes and re

forms. And naturally it stiil is remarkable that there are such

big problems 0f health and safety today in industry, as most count

ries have built up national supervisory structures and local in

spectorates to control workplaces and advise enterprises on safety

problems.

New problems have corne up when old ones have disappeared, as new

production processes and methods have been introduced. In sorne

cases, it seems fair to say that it is the new form or work orga

nisation that has created the problems, for example as with mono

tony, boredom, fatigue, mental stresses and diseases, discussed

later on in this report.

One example of such a new and rather neglected factor behind acci

dents and wearing out in industry is the mode of pay, the system
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of remuneration. It is said in the Swedish report that the system

of remuneration has to be taken into the concept of a safe and

healthy working environrnent. A newly presented Swedish governmental

investigation has concluded that a piece rate system can have the

effect of raising the risk-taking and thus the number of accidents.

It has even been suggested that this could be an area for legisia

tion. But the Swedish report is flot the only report on the matter.

The report from Belgium gives another example of the conflict bet

ween higher pay and better safety at the work place. Workers are

often better paid when working in a bad working environment. In fact

risks and other factors in a bad working environment are factors

in most evaluation systems used in wage-setting. In Belgium one

such conflicting issue has been legislated upon: Earlier on, work—

ers were given the choice between free protective ciothing in a

bad working environment or higher pay. Now a Royal Decree has

placed an obligation on employers to give and maintain free pro

tective clothing to ail empioyees in need of such ciothing.

A pay system that gives a higher bonus for higher speed in a

situation where the protective clothing is a hindrance to speed,

of course, usually would run contrary to a decree like this. Bonus
systems remunerate production but flot safety. In many instances

a conflict is thus created, which it is left to the worker to solve.

That the system of remuneration must be included in the concept
of working environment seems to be a rather generai remark when
associated with experiments in group work etc, where a personaily
based piece rate system may be a critical factor and a hindrance.
This will be deait with later on in this report.

The conclusion is that job evaluation systems and systems for re
muneratjon based on theni may have the effect of spoiiing invest
ments in safety and thus conserving attituded towards risks and
risktaki ng.

Big survey studies concerning the experiences of the workers them
selves ciearly show that accident statistics commonly underestimate
the problems. A Swedish survey from 1971 shows that 82 per cent of
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workers in industry experience dangers to health in their daily

work. A Danish parallel study from 1973 arrives at almost the

same figures: only 25 per cent of the workers questioned felt

healthy and free from syniptoms in their work. The studies show

that lifting and carrying heavy objects are stili the most frequent

form of industrial risk. The surveys in the United States were made

in 1969 and 1973 by the Department of Labor. This gives the oppor

tunity of comparisons over time. The surveys show a remarkable

constancy over the period: conditions of work have not deteriorated,

but neither have they shown many signs of improvement, at least in

the eyes of the workers. Such a stability seems more typical than

exceptional, according to the reports mentioned above. Estimates

by the workers themselves show higher frequences of risks at work

than what is generally thought by experts in the field. This is

true as well for statistics (accidents and occupational diseases):

the working enviroriment as a cause to diseases is underestimated.

An annex to the Danish report gives the resuits of a special

medical investigation which clearly shows that the real number of

occupational diseases is bigger than what is shown in the statistics.

As is said in the Danish report, a key probleni is probably a low

consciousness among doctors about the cause-effect factors in the

working situation in industry.

This effect from the pay system emanates from the fact that the

remuneration system is an effective instrument for behavioural

control as wel1 as for behavioural motivation: what is remunerated

will be done effectively, the rest not.

Governmental action to ameliorate the internal industrial environ-
ment situation has taken many directions. One type of action, seen
in many countries, has been to encourage initiatives by industry
itself and co-operation between the social partners to deal with
safety and health problems. The work of safety committees and safety
officers in the undertaking is often supported by law. As an example
in the type of legislation coming up the French report may be cited:
“to foster a systematic and concerted improvement in working con
ditions and to provide better protection for workers’ health: the
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Act of 27th December, 1973 organising consultation structures at

individual firm level in this field and creating a National Agency

for the Improvement of Working Conditions, whose task is to step

up information and research activities and to assist firms; the

Decree of lst April, 1974 strengthening the role of the health and

safety comittees; the Act of 5th July, 1972 increasing penalties

for infringement of the law”.

A further step in this direction has been taken in Sweden where a

new Bili on nieasures for improvement of the working environment

was passed in 1973. An important innovation in this 8111 is a

reinforcement of the local union safety officer. Such officers

should be elected by the workers at ah work places with five or

more employees. Safety officers are entitled to take part in the

planning of working premises, the purchase 0f machinery and the

choice of working methods. In connection with the extension of pro

duction and building of new industries this prerogative is knit to

gether with the question of building permits: the authorities will

flot grant a building permit until approval has been received froni

the safety officer or the local branch 0f the union. Safety officers
will, too, have the right to order work to be stopped and to sumon
the Labour Inspectorate (the national enforcement authority) if they
behieve the hife or health of employees to be immediately endangered
or if an employer contravenes a ruhing by the Inspectorate. Because
of this extraordinary power position of the safety officer, the law
states that the safety officer is to enjoy special security of
employnient.

This Swedish governmental initiative changes the power-positions
0f the two partners in industry in favour of the union side, it
makes them more equal in the decision-procedure, as both parties
are hable to sanctions. Another thing which this Biil affects is
the procedure by which demands from the employees enter into the
planning 0f new work places. It is an often cited fact that the
earhier in the planning process ergonomic considerations are

Ergonomics = Methods of designing work to suit man, adapting pro
cesses and machinery to man’s physical and psychological charac—
teristics.
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taken into account, the better is the resulting working environ-

ment.

Another legislative initiative is shown by Germany, where a law

was passed in 1968 requiring that no new machinery or equipment

can be brought on the market until it has been shown that it does

not contain any risks or hazards to the users. Unfortunately no

substantial evidence of the effect of this law appears to be avail

able.

Problems with incentives in connection with improving the working

environment were mentioned earlier in this report. Few governmental

initiatives have been taken in this sphere, but some actions are

reported. Thus an Act was passed in Sweden in 1974 which required

limited companies, economic associations and banks to set aside

20 per cent of their untaxed profits in 1974 to finance measures

for the improvement of the working environment. This law is of a

temporary character and was occasioned by the great rise in company

profits in 1974. The money is to be used within five years and the

use to which it is put must be approved by the employees through

joint committees or safety committees. In a proposition from a

working party under the Danish government it is proposed that a

sort of inverted environment tax be introduced in industry. The

tax should be based on the conditions at the work place: the better

the environment, the less taxation. In this way it is thought that

costs to society caused by industry may be brought back to their

point of origin, as well as functioning as an incentive to invest

ments in improvements of the working envjronment. This proposition

has SO far notled to any government action in the forrn of a Bi11.

Besides the action mentioned here work is going on ah the time,
in almost every country to build up inspectorates and make them
effective, to encourage research and education in the field, to
keep safety levels up to date (a recent case is the setting of a
noise level in many countries at 85 dbA) and the like.
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c) Monotony and Boredom.

Probiems of monotony and boredom in industrial work exist today

in most iridustriaiised countries. The origin of these problems

is to be found in industrialism itself, in the very manner of

production itself. During recent years these problems have become

acute as the social and economic setting in society has changed.

Industrialised production meant a rapid evolution of the productive

forces in society. The rapid development built upon two main prin

ciples: division of labour and coordination of resources in a

controlling hierarchy. The advantages of division of labour, of

specialisation and of long run production were demonstrated by

Adam Smith as early as the late l8th century. The principles were

more systematically put together and given a “scientific” frame

of reference by F.W. Taylor in the beginning of this century.

“Scientific management” meant the full exploitation of the divi

sion of labour, in that repetitive task-organisation was combined

with time and motion studies and selection of workers for the

tasks for which they were physically best fitted. To create a

common interest in this type of rationalization, Taylor reconinend

ed the use of a piece rate system, which gives the workers a part
of the gain from the rise in productivity.

Scientific management neyer was the success Taylor hoped it
wouid be. Although a lot of the basic principles were success
fully appiied anç are stiil in use by managements, the holistic
aspirations in Taylor’s theories were soon showed to be false.

Elton Mayo and the peopie around the “human relations movement”
in the 1920s and 30s showed among other things that the piece rate
system did flot function in the simple way Taylor thought. Workers
buiit up their informai organisation and managed to keep controi
over the effects of the piece rate system, among other things sett
ing limits in production and pay. The human relations movement
registered a lot of harmful consequences of the production organi
sations used and suggested remedies such as democratic leadership.
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But the problems remained, as division and further division of

labour stili appeared as viable ways to rapid production deveiop

ment.

The division of labour and creation of more artd more repetitive

tasks was already evident as a real problem in the 1950s, when

job enrichment, job enlargment and job rotation began to be put

forward as remedies. But the rotation between or enlargement of a

number of repetitive tasks was evidently not the solution to the

problem. Such steps changed neither the technology nor the work

organisation. In some instances, as reported from the United

States, these methods were introduced by individual firms in

private industry to counteract dissatisfaction which might iead

to unionisation.

It has been stressed before that some technological development
has resulted in polarisation between skilled and unskilled labour.
Blauner and others have spoken of the effects of mechanisation
and automation as if they would eliminate monotony and boredom
where they were introduced. It is true that they can take over many
monotonous tasks but many such tasks cannot be automated and even
where tasks are automated the result may be that some, more highly
qualified, workers have interesting jobs while others may be left
with boring tasks requiring little or no formai training and edu
cation.

Rapid economic development has created the conditions necessary
for rising standards of living, among other things implying better
education and thus higher expectations vis-a-vis the content of
work. This tendency in society in general means that the develop
ment within the work force goes contrary to the continuation of
division 0f labour, polarisation -in jobs between unqualified and
qual-ifieci workers, monotony and boredom, the hierarchic, undemo
cratic decision procedures in industry, etc.

Blauner, R., Alienation and Freedom. Chicago & London 1964.
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During recent years some new approaches to the solution of the

problem of division of labour have been devised, notably what has

sometimes been labelled “the socio-technical systems approach”,

sometimes “the humanisation of work”. In a recent OECD Conference

it was labelled “The New Organisational Ethic”.

These approaches have basic ideas in cornmon, although there may

be some differences in details. In the following no differences

will be distinguished and the approaches will be put together

under the heading “humanisation of work”.

d). Humanisation of Work: Some tendencies in work redesign.

What will be presented here is flot a body of precise knowledge

for a set of clearly defined actions. The label “humanisation of

work” is used merely to cover some trends in actions taken to cure

the problems of monotony and boredom.

Humanisation of work involves actions within the following areas:

1. Job design.

2. Decision-making.

3. Participation.

The idea behind the approach is that the technical and the social

system of the enterprise should fit together in a joint optimisa

tion, where criteria from both systems should be regarded as equally

valid. The classical design process has been to start from technical

characterjstics and design the work organisation, the social system,
accordi ngly.

Humanisation 0f work implies consideration as to what needs man
has at work: social needs, needs for a meaningful task and an
understanding of the work process, needs for development as a
humari being, needs for decision-making and creativity, etc. This
type of criterja should be taken into consideration when the pro

1) Work in a Changing Industrial Society. Final Report. OECD 1975.
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duction process is designed, when functions are aliocated to men

or machines, when an industry is planned and the lay-out of the

shop floor is decided.

The implications for the technology used are wide. A good example

is the ongoing work aimed at breaking down the assembiy une in

car factories. Work groups constructed to work on the larger

elements of the assembly, e.g. a group for the assembling of the

engine. The work group may consist of four or five workers, who

know ail the types of jobs involved in assembiing the engines

including testing it. The workers themselves decide who is going

to do what, if there should be rotation between tasks; how often

the rotation should be done duririg working hours; and how many

breaks should be taken and when.

The decentralisation of planning and control, the autonomous work

groups, etc, give the system of production enough fiexibiiity to

let the experience of the workers play a greater part in the on

going planning and in soiving probiems with bottlenecks in produc

tion flow. In this way continuous learning from mistakes is made

possible, aiso, iearnirig to learn, 50 that an ongoing learning

process is created in the organisation. In this way organisationai

change becomes integrated into the organisation itseif, the organi

sation acquires the characteristics of adaptability and self—
adjustment.

This new type of organisation raises the demands on the physical
working environment. As problem soiving in teams is one feature
of the new organisation, it is desirable for the noise leveis to
be reduced to a very low ievei. In some cases the decentralised
decisionmaIçjng has meant the integration of parts of the office
with the shop floor (as in ASEA, Vsters, Sweden); the working
environment then has to be considerabiy improved in many respects.

There are also substantial ecoriomic reasons for adopting the huma
nisation of work approach. Rapidly changing markets, the lack of
unskilled workers, turnover and absenteeism as a consequence of
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bad working environiTient and duil jobs has called for a change in

the highly rigid and dependent organisations in industry. When

markets are changing, the business cycle going up or down, it is

absolutely essential to have a flexible production system.

This is especially true when social actions are being taken to

improve security of employment. Work organisations must be flexible

enough to permit a lower rate of production without stopping pro

duction totally and dismissing the workers.

Another economic advantage in this type of organisation is that

fluctuations in absenteeism and turnover rio longer affect the

production system in a critical way, critical enough, that is,

to stop the whole production system. As every worker knows the

jobs of other comparable workers, production can always continue,

although sometimes at a reduced rate. Factors such as these thus

create an econoniic incentive for management efforts to humanise

work.

Further, aH experiments so far reported appear to have proved
economically viable. This is mentioned explicitly in the reports
from Sweden, the United States and the Netherlands. The reason
for this may be found in the simple fact that increased productivi
ty, or at least no drop in productivity, has been one of the pre
mises of the majority 0f experiments. Experiments have been started
only when there have beeri substantial indications showing the
economic risk-taking to be very low. Other experiments have been
stopped in the very beginning as problems of productivity have
corne up. What has been said here seems to be true as well for
experiments with participation and industrial democracy, which
will be treated in the next section.

On the other hand it should be noted that no substantial evidence
is given in the reports regarding the effects of the experiments.
In general it seems that there is a lack of follow-up and evalua
tion 0f experiments on humanisation of work. Evidence cited in the
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national reports to the Working Party represents for the most part,

merely views expressed by employers or unions involved, or by

government officiais.

This raises the problem 0f foliow—up and evaluation of changes.

What indicators should be used? What do such indicators mean? For

instance, are absenteeism and turnover reliable indicators of job

dissatisfaction? There are mixed causes for ohenornena like absentee

ism: it may very well be affected by job satisfaction, but it is

aiso affected by changes in insurance systems, changes in the work

ing environment, making the workplace “heaithier” and thus reducing

ilinesses in general, changes in the distribution of materiai

goods in society etc. The same goes for job satisfaction measures,

and a general distrust of such measures is found in most country

reports. “Job satisfaction is à vague concept, related to and

affected by a whnie variety of factors, inside and outside the

workinq situâtion. The situation is no better if we turn to the

wideiy used concept “quaiity of working life”. It is hoped that

OECO work on Social Indicators may assist in giving better defini

tions, specifically regardng “quality of working iife”. A clear

definition and understanding cf basic concepts is a prerequisite

for better nieasurements and evaLation in this field.

Finaliy, another approach ta the evaluation of organisationai

change shou1d be rnentioned ami described. It is a method of evalua
tion developed hy Professor R. Revans, of Brussels. His method is
based on the exchange of personnel. A smail experiment with this
type of evaluation was made at shop floor’ ievei in an exchange
programe, financed by the Fard Foundation. Six car workers were
sent from Detroit automobile factories ta the SAAB factory in
Sdertije, Sw2den. At SAAB à completed humanisation of work pro
granie had resulted in a disassembling of the assembly une. The
new organisation was assessed on the shop floor by “real experts”
on this type of work, the American workers who came from conven
tional works in Detroit. The American workers stayed at SAAB, Sweden
for about a month. They found the physicai working conditions to
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be really fine and the change in that respect worthwhile. On the

other hand, in théir view the new work arrangements had produced

very littie change in the total working situation. They considered

the work pace and intensity 0f work to be much higher in this type

of organisation than in a conventional car plant. Lastly they

considered participation in decision-making to be very limited

and of littie significance for the workers.

This was a small experiment, which merely produced a subjective

evaluation; it should flot be interpreted as an evaluation of the

humanisation cf work approach. Stili the resuits are quite con

sistent with cornments in the 12 national reports ot the Working

Party. Humanisation of work may be a solution to some problems

in industry, particularly those 0f an economic or ergonomic charac

ter. But it has little effect on the very quality of work itself.

It looks as if some stresses have been removed but others have

taken their place.

Stili there is an urgent need for evaluation which in turri calis

for a solution te the problem 0f indicators and measurenients.

e) Workers’ Participation and Industrial Democracy.

The reconstruction of ta,sks and jobs often involves some steps
in the direction of workers’ involvement in decision-making and
participation in planning etc. There is no sharp borderline then
between experimerits with “humanisation of work” and the develop
ment of some workers’ participation progranvies, very often set up
as a step towards a more equal power distribution and a joint
decision-making in general between management and the workers
(often labelled “Industrjal Democracy”).

Most experiments with direct participation by workers seem te
have been of a very limited character, encompassing only some
rather simple planning functions at the shop floor level. Most
countries seem to have statutory (or collectively bargaining)
forms 0f representatjve consultative machinery te facilitate
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participation in decision-making at higher levels in enterprises.

This consultative role of the employees may be broadened and

linked with the direct decision-making on the shop floor as men

tioned above. A formai set up for integrated “joint decision

making” may then look like this: In a committee at plant level

the workers are represented and take part in formulating decisions

about production plans in a consultative role, the ultimate deci

sion-power stiil being with management. These plans are set up and

discussed on a monthly basis. The plans are sent down to the work

group level, on which there is a joint meeting, weekly between

representatives of the workers and the supervisors. On this level

the more detailed planning is made. Finally, the working group

gets its daily programme, within which it decides who does what,

eventual rotation between jobs, breaks etc.

As this example indicates, there are many levels of participation

and the amount of participation varies in this respect from case

to case. Other variables in participation are scope, purpose,

organisation and participants. Scope deals with the segment of

enterprise decisions to which the participation applies (employ

ment, finance, marketing, research and development, production etc).

Purpose varies between motivation as the objective of participation,

and power-accumulation, and problem-solving. Organisation refers

to whether the participation is structured or not, informai or

fornial.

As in the case of “humanisation of work” there is little agreement

about the very meaning 0f participation, let alone about indicators
of effects and the evaluation of these effects.

This has to do with the fact that the question of participation
touches upon - one might say is bound up with - the general poli
tical and economic nature of the society. There are elements of
ideology in concepts like participation and industrial democracy.
Accordingly there are differences in scope, level, purpose, organi
sation and participants, dependent for instance, on who took the
initiative for the organisational change. Most task-based partici
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pation experiments reported in the national reports seem to have

been started by the employers. The intention has been to get a

better fit between production processes and work organisation,

going from one man - one job to sophisticated process operation

and work flows. As explicitly stated in the United States report,

the aim may have been to counteract tendencies towards unionisation.

In many instances the experirnents with participation have been a

variant 0f cooptation, that is an attempt to integrate the union,

work—place, representatives or workers in general into the pursuit

of enterprise goals. The fact that the initiative for these parti

cipative innovations has corne from management and that they have

had specific functional purposes may be one of the causes the

great variance in resuits. It is true that the changes in sorne

cases implied more meaningful work and better work relationships

for the workers involved, the effects on working climate, absentee

ism and productivity being favourable. But in other cases experi

ments failed, neyer got off the ground or were stopped. As far as

can be understood from the national reports, and from other

evidence, these failures are bound up with a whole range of prob

lems cdnhing up as an effect of the experiments themselves. As is

said in the report from the Netherlands:

“Real job enlargement on the shop floor appeared to undermine

the tasks of lower bosses, so that anxiety and boycotts on their

part could become real obstacles. If such obstacles were overcome,

then resistance could corne up at higher hierarchical levels, be

cause of the fact that different styles of working engendered

tensions there. In other words: real innovations in work organisa

tion make their effect feit and cannot faf) to put into doubt

established norms and procedures in respect of work, assignment

of tasks, work relationships, responsibility, authority and hier—

archy. In view of these and other difficulties it is not amazing

that both the continisity and the spreading 0f the experiments have

often proved problematic.”
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With these facts in mmd it seems less astonishing that ail

experiments so far reported seem to have been economically

viable: other experiments have been stopped and neyer reported.

In other cases the initiative for innovation has corne from joint

comittees. This has been the case in many experiments in Scandi

navia. The outcome of these innovations does not seem to have

been very different froni that of those introduced unilateraiiy

by management. Some have failed and some have succeeded. The

stress in experiments of this kind has very mych been on ‘1earning”,

that is the creation of a learning potential in the fin, a capa

city to learn from experience and change the organisation according

to changes in the environment. In rnany cases the change agent has

corne from outside the firm, from a joint centrai comittee on

participation or the like. The change agent has very much stressed

the necessity of a flexible and open organisation, where work

roles are defined and redefined, the organisational change being

a stepwise iearning process.

Scandinavian experience - especialiy in Sweden - has ied to

growing frustration with task-based experiments in participation,

on the ground that they ieave the power distribution in the in

dustriai organisation relatively unchanged. Once again we are

back into political issues. For labour movements inside the social—

ist tradition the change in power distribution, especiaiiy in

economic decision areas, is a main concern. Most experiments in

participation, as in humanisation of work, assume a consensus

about economic goals in industry and society. Real change must
be based on formal and legal changes in the basis of present

industrjal organisation. If experiments do flot offset the roie
of economic and technicai criteria in jndustrjai decision—making,

then they have adopted a dangerously 11micro” perspective. The
micro view limits work transformation to improvements in the mdi
vidual work situation and neglects the fundamental problems of

capitalistic society: the division of labour in creative, deci

Sion-making work n the one hand and the monotonous, physical
work according to pre-set methods and detaiied reguiations on the
other.

I
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In Sweden recent and pending legislation has marked a new approach

in the field. It is thought that legisiation concerning the deci

sion-power itself is needed to bring about real changes towards

industrial democracy. Legislation should provide a formai frame

work for organisational change. The legislation deals, for instance,

with the ciassical management prerogatives and aims to change them,

thus giving more than advisory capacity to the workers and their

unions. This move can be viewed, together with Swedish legislation

on health and safety at the work-place (see p. 16 above), which

too is aimed at giving more power to the unions and the safety

officer elected officers by the workers themselves.

How shouid the effects of this diversity of approaches to workers’

participation in decision-making and management etc, be evaiuated?

This is extremely difficuit to answer as criteria will differ

according to the politicai viewpoint. To give an exampie, the

Canadian report (paragraph 98ff) raises the question 0f the effects

on the total economy of a nation from the introduction 0f industri

al democracy in a more “Scandinavian” sense. However, few if any

coments on this matter are to be found in the national reports.

This reflects the state of knowTedge in the fieid: experiments

are rarely run by governmental bodies or evaluated at that level.
A governmentai evaluation must take into account the costs to
society in a broader sense. Thus a lot of politicai value-questions,
some to be found in the second section of this report, must be
solved. Is industrial democracy a political value of its own, in
its own right? How shouid the social benefits of the introduction
of industrial democracy be calcuiated on a governmental ievel?
What is invoived in the concept of costs? etc, etc.

Once again, the reports show great variations in the appreciation
of industriai democracy. The report from Canada expresses no
interest in industrjal democracy at ail, mainly for two reasons.
First there is a prevalent belief in Canada among ail sections
of the population that industrial democracy 0f the type discussed
in Europe would erode the foundations of the free enterprise system,
a system which is wanted and preferred by organised labour as
well as by management. Secondly, it is explicitly stated in the
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report that with some exceptions, the Canadian trade unions seem

to be less politically radical than their European counterparts.

This should be contrasted with the situation in Sweden where

the trade union movement is discussing a system for workers to

share in ownership, through funds, aimed at chariging the whoie

economiC system, tantamount to a replacement of the free enter-

prise system.

The conclusion seems obvious: workers’ participation covers a

whole range of problems and interests. There are differences in

experiments undertaken dependent on different purposes, scopes,

political climate and ideological concern. The problems involved

will appear differently according to social interest in the matter.

Governmental action will have regard to political ideology. It

seems fair, however, to talk about there being three unes of

thought in government policy consideration today:

1. Legislate empioyees onto the decision-making bodies within

the enterprise. One example is legislation about employee

representation on company boards, reported among others

from Germany, Turkey and Sweden.

2. Strengthen, through legislation, the power position of trade

unions. Examples are the Swedish proposals for new legisla

tion, which more or iess completely remove the classical

_____

management prerogatives.

3. Leave the question to the two sides of industry, implying
no government action at ail, apart from encouragement of
discussions and negotiations.

It should be further noted that there exists at least one point of
agreement between the nations when talking about government action
in this fieid: namely that legislative action in the field of indu
striai democracy or workers’ participation must flot disrupt the right
0f free negotiation between the social partners.
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TPAINING AND EDUCATION IN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

IN SWEDEN

The following summary covers the training and educational

activities of occupational safety and health in Sweden: in

the secondary school, at the universities, within the trade

unions, the factories and at the governmental authorities.

The summary is made up by samples 0f the most important

training and educational activities, and goes into detail

only when dealing with the training of the occupational

safety and health specialists.
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UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL INSTRUCTION IN MATTERS CONCERNING
THE WORK ENVIRONMENT

In the technical unes of upper secondary school, matters
concerning the work environment are covered in a special
subject, ergonornics. This subject was introduced in the
technical unes cf upper scondary school about ten years
ago. The terrn ergonomics is used here in its broadest sense
and includes force and information ergonomics, industriai
hygiene, safety techniques etc. Altogether the teaching 0f
ergonomics comprises 60 hours in ail technical unes of upper
secondary school. For some years now, ergonomics has also
been taught in the agriculture and forestry une of upper
secondary shool.

Satisfactory arrangements have yet to be achieved with
regard to the training of ergonomics teachers. No suitable
basic course of teacher training is at present available in
the context of the work environment. Various teacher cate
gories — engineers, biologists, physicai education teachers,
behavioural and social scientists - have claimed to be best
fitted to serve as ergonomics teachers. One or more of these
groups may perhaps be said to have a suitable training back
ground for teaching on the subject of the work environment,
given suitabie subsequent training. In—service training has
been arranged for almost 200 teachers from various categories
on behaif of the National Board of Education and in associa
tion with the National Institute of Occupational Health. This
training, however, has been insufficient in scope and diffe—
rentiation.

The National Board of Education, in consultation with the
employer and trade union organizations, the National Board
of Occupational Safety and Health and others, has compiled a
special curricular supplement concerning instruction in matters
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relating to the work environment, the aim being to streng
then the position of such matters in the theorctical (i.e.
not directïy vocationai) unes of upper secondary school
within the framework of such timetable subjects as social
science, biology etc. The conduct of this teaching can be
expected to run into considerable difficulties, owing to
the congestion involved by other material which has to be
taught to the pupils, the shortcomings of in-service teacher
training on the occupational environment and problems of co
ordination regarding teaching materials and the planning of
instruction.

WORK SCIENCE STUDIES AT UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Q During the past five years, particular attention has been

paid in Sweden to questions concerning work science educa—

tion and research and the role of universities in this connec—

tion Various inquiries were carried out in 1973—75 by con
sultation groups at the Chancellors Office of Universities

and Coileges and the different faculties. The reports pre—

sented proposed a build up of the resources and organization

0f work science studies and research at universities and

colleges. Work science being pre—eminently an interdiscipli—
nary subject, it was considered inappropriate for a specific
institution or facuity to be established at the universities
or for “work science” to be introduced as a new research and

teaching subject in its own right.

Concerning basic medical training, it was observed thatele

ments of training relating to matters of work science were

already quite extensively represented in the teaching of both
theoretical and clinical subjects. For example, in anatomical

studies the science of functional anatomy touches on ergono—

mic, while internai medicine and clinical physiology include
analyses of the work situation of patients in the description
of a large nuniber of case histories. The following aspects of

work science were recomniended for inclusion in basic medical

education in order to strengthen arid systematize instruction
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on the subject:

1) Environmental factors capable of affecting
the individual, their effect and prevention
of the sanie

— work involving physical exertion

— exposure to substances of various kinds
-

physicai agents

— mental factors

2) The functioning of working life. T
Hitherto there bas been a very iimited supply of research
physicians in labour sciencê. This shortage of competent
researchers inhibits developments because it also implies
a shortage of competent tutors. Measures must therefore be
taken to stimulate recruitment. For example, ciinical research
appointments must be established, as well as special research
assistant appointments in work science. A measure of this kind
was taken recently with the promotion of occupational medicine
to a medical speciality in its own right. Various research
training courses have been started in recent years in the
work science context (industrial physiology, industrial
toxicology, occupational medicine etc), but they are stili
toc few in nuniber in relation to existing needs and interests.

Engineers play a vital role in the creation cf jobs, work
environments andhealth hazards. They must therefore be
equipped with knowledge concerning man as a biological and
social being and concerning the way in which technoiogy must
be adapted to human needs and aptitudes. A target has been
set whereby some 4 per cent cf the duration cf ail education
programmes in technical facuities shouid be devoted to aspects
of work science. Today such aspects are included to various
extents in a number cf subjects cf an applied nature. In most
educational programmes their scope fails considerabiy short
of the above stated target. Mechanical engineering can gene
rally be said to include the largest proportion of labour
science at present.



0f course, the congestion of subjects on the tiinetable
is an impediment to the introduction of aspects of work
science in teaching. As a rneans cf getting doser to the

4 per cent target, it is not uncommon for new “work science
labels”to be put on old teaching which bears littie or no
relation to the subject.

The most recently established of Swedens colleges of techno
logy, in Lule, started by including a compulsory element,
roughly 10 per cent, of non-technical subjects in its engi
neering studies. Most cf this compulsory element comprised
aspects of work science. Students taking mechanical enginee
ring and geotechnology are ‘iso at liberty during their final
year to choose a work science speciality from among the folio— j.
wing: physical factors in the environment, organization theory
(the social psycho logy of working life), mining rnachinery j
(man—machine systems in underground environments), technical
psycology This final year, moreover, is preceded by two
terms cf industrial practice aimed at putting the technology
student in a better position to assirnilate the work science
instruction received during his fourth year.

Work science studies in social science faculties differ in
character from the corresponding studies at technical and
medical faculties. This is because many cf the subjects taught
at social science faculties occupy a central position in work
science studies and research (this applies particularly to
psychology and sociology) and aise because certain subjects
have less cf an applied character than subjects taught by
other faculties. At a later stage, social science studies in—
clude a number cf work science courses, e.g. organization
psychology and personnel administration, the psychology and
physiology cf working life, industrial sociology. [ ,

t j
A st\idy group set up with reference to this faculty area
has proposed the following general measures for the rein-
forcement cf labour science studies
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1) The clear presentation and read availabi—

lity of existing work science courses.

2) A wider range of education opportunities

based on work science research.

3) Openness towards problems defined in working

life, and the ad hoc creation of educational

opportunities relating to the solution of

such problems.

SAFETY AND HEALTI-I EDUCATION FOR SAFETY DELEGATES AND

SUPERVISORS

The most extensive training in Sweden in matters relating

to workers protection and the occupational environment takes

place within companies and under the auspices of trade unions

in connection with the training cf safety delegates, super

visors and employees generally. Safety and health education

for safety delegates and supervisors bas existed since 1942,

as long as these questions have been regulated between the

employer and trade union organizations.

A major campaign of basic training for safety delegates and

supervisors in matters concerning work safety and

work environment was prepared in 1973 and 1974. In

its introductory stage this campaign involved the compilation

of study material entitled “A Better Working Environment” for

use in the basic training. The study material was produced hy

the Joint Industrial Safety Council, which was assisted by a

working group of representatives of employers associations

and trade unions, the National Board of Occupational Safety

and Health and other bodies.

“A Better Work Environment” was compiled on the assumption

tht it would be primarily used by “study circles” and it

was made to include practical exercises in the form of work

place inspections. The material deals with the following sub—

jects: occupational safety and health services, ergonomics,



noise, lighting, chemical health hazards, job satisfaction,

the origins and prevention of accidents, safety legislation

etc. A course based on “A Better Work Environment” can be

completed in 30 to 40 hours. The material is intended for

use in the training of safety delegates and supervisors in

ail sectors of commerce and industry. It has been given a

certain amount of flexibility, so that emphasis can be laid

on different parts, depending on those aspects of the work

environment which the participants are most anxious to deal

with. In addition, special adaptations have been made to the

material so as to bring it more closely in une with condi

tions applying in particular sectors.

Safety education must aira at being a powerful force in favour

of change. To this end studies must be heid in direct connec

tion with the work place and the working environment The

studies should be planned in the safety committee or if the

firm is flot big enough to have a committee, directly between

the employer and the trade union organization within the firm

or together with the safety delegates. In these discussions

it is decided who is to participate, which form the studies

ought preferably to be given, if leaders are to be trained

ai-id how long the course is going to take. The question of

when the studies are going to take place is also dealt with.

In the study material “A Better Work Environment” the practi

cal exercises are flot only to find the risks in the environ-

ment but also to suggest solutions and consider the consequen—

ses these might have on technology, economics, administration

and personnel.

Developing a better work environment requires team work. The

studies can also be donc as a team work. The so—called study

circle has been used for a long time in aduit education in

Sweien and is a pedagogical method well suited for safety and

health education for safety delegates and supervisors.
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A study circle

• demands a minimum of speciaiists

• rnakes everybody in the group active

• the participants can decide on speed, order

of the different matters to be studied, etc

• demands and facilitates team work

In cases where working conditions, geographical problems,

the size of the firm and so on make it impossible to use

the study circle, other forms of study can be based on

“A Better Work Environment”. Conventional teaching, for

instance.

The following table gives a rough estimate of the total

costs of the education based upon the study material “A

Better Work Environment” durihg the period between August

1974 and May 1977:

Estimated nuniber of participants: 200.000

(240.000 study materials sold)

Material costs 15.000.000 Sw crowns

Costs for circle leaders 10.000.000

Study grants 52.000.000

Loss of production 325.000.000

402.000.000 Sw crowns, ie.

96 million Can dollars

The heaviest part of the costs is borne by industry/the

employers, who have to cover the loss of production. The

second heaviest part is carried by the Swedish Work Environ-

ment Fund, which has paid most of the costs of material, trai

ning of study circle leaders, etc.

As a continuation of the basic training based on “A Better

Work Environment”, the Joint Industrial Safety Council is now

preparing further training for safety delegates and supervi-

sors by compiling further training material on Noise, Lighting,

Chemicai health hazards, Ergonomics, Planning and projecting

in the working environment, and other subjects.
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SPECIALIST TRAINING AT THE NATIONAL BOARD 0F OCCUPATIONAL

SAFETY AND HEALTH

The postgraduate training of industrial physicians, industri—

al nurses and industrial safety and hygiene engineers star

ted in Sweden 20—30 years ago. The training was systematized,

co-ordinated and further expanded when the National Insti—

tute of Occupatioia1 Health was created 10 years ago and took

over responsibility for it. The Institute merged with the

National Board of Occupational Safety and Health in 1972, and

the Board has since then been the sponsor of the specialist

training courses concerned. As previously, course management

and most of the teaching saff are recruited from the Insti—

tute.

About ten years ago, it was etimated that a fully ope

rational occupational health service in Sweden would demand
the following nuinbers of full time specialists:

1 500 safety and hygiene engineers (+ 1 500 other

technicians)

1 500 iridustrial physicians

2 300 industrial nurses.

On this basis and in view of the smail number of specialists
who had been trained and the anticipated expansion rate of
industrial health services, the Riksdag (the Swedish Parlia—
ment) resolved in 1971 on the following annual training quotas
for the period between 1971 and 1976:

50 safety and hygiene engineers r
45 industrial physicians

60 industrial nurses.

Only two years after the passing of this resolution, however,
anrua1 training activities totalled

100 safety and hygiene engineers

90 industrial physicians )
140 industria nurses.

j
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In other words, occupational health services are expanding

much faster than the State and the Riksdag predicted at

the beginnirxg of the 1970s. The rapid development of specia

list training for occupational health services in Sweden can

also be illustrated in terrns of the total volume of the trai

ning activities run by the National Board of Occupational

Safety and Health; ppendix I.

The following have been trained so far:

about 620 safety and hygiene engineers

675 industrial physicians

940 industrial nurses.

A new Governrnent Commission on Occupational Health Services

was appointed last year and should be presenting new figures

in a year or so concerning the need for specialists in occu—
pational health services.

Until two years ago, specialist training courses for occupa—
tional health service officers were attended almost exclu—
sively by practising safety and hygiene engineers, industrial
physicians and industrial nurses with previous experience of
occupational health service work. As from 1975/76, certain

places on training courses have been reserved for persons

flot yet employed in occupational health services, and theC training undergone by these persons includes, in addition to

the theoretical portion, a period of supervised practical ser
vice at an occupational health service unit. The inclusion of
a period of practical service in the training course bas been
made possible among other things by the award of grants frora
the Work Environment Fund to finance the payment of training

allowances to participants flot already employed in occupa

tional health services. In this way the host enterprise is

spared having to meet the trainees wage costs during the pe
ri®d of practical training. The size of allowances has been
determined in such a way that they are to correspond to “going
rates”, i.e. the pay which the trainee could be expected to

receive if he or she were to work as an engineer, physician

t
t

.1
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or nurse instead 0f taking part in the training course. At
present the amodnts payable are as foliows:

trainee safety and hygiene engineer:

1 120 Canada dollars/month

industrial’ physiciarï:

2 450 11

industrial nurse: j
870

These payments are taxable.

Thus the training courses are cf two kinds one kind for
practising safety and hygiene engineers, industrial physicians
and industrial nurses:

I2 2 2 2 2 2 2 14 weeks theoretical instruc—

tion (training cf practising

safety and hygiene engineers)

and another kind for the training of safety and hygiene engi—
neers, industrial physicians and industrial nurses who are
not yet practising in these capacities:

12 wks 3wks = 15 weeks theoretical instruc

6 months tion and 6 months practical

service (training cf prospec

tive safety and hygiene engi

neers)

At this moment the following are taking part in specially
arranged practical service at various occupational health
service units in different parts of Sweden: j

I37 trainee safety and hygiene engineers

7 trainee indus trial physicians

39 trainee industrial nurses

Details concerning the aims, duration and forms cf instruc—
tion and examination etc. of the various courses cf training
will be found in Apps. II-IV.
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During the past few years the number of applicants for the
industrial physician training courses run by the Board has
been well up to the number of places available, i.e. 90 per
annum. The nuirber of applicants for the nurses training
courses has exceeded the number of places available. The
following situation applied when the last admissions were
made:

applicants places available
training course for practising

industrial nurses (1977/78) 301 144

training course for prospective

industrial nurses (1976/77) 55 45

The number of applicants for the safety and hygiene engineer
training courses has risen from year to year:

applicants places availabie
1971 84 50

1972 196 50

1973 324 100

1974 423 100

1975 546 100

1976 767 100

• 1977 838 100

A doser analysis of the applicants for safety and hygiene
engineer training during the past two years reveals the folio—
wing:

practising safety and prospective safety and
hygiene engineers hygiene engineers

appiicants places applicants places

1976 133 50 634 50
1977 116 50 722 50

The following would seem the likeliest explanation for the
large number of applicants for safety and hygiene engineer
training:

Great interest in work environment questions on
the part of engineers. Interesting job opportuni
ties.
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• Favourable financial ternis attaching to the

training

• Safety and hygierie engineer training is at

present the most advanced forrn cf training

available to engineers in Sweden in the work

environment sector.

In 1974 the National Board of Occupational Health and Safety
arranged for the first time two “occupational safety and
health contact days” for persons who had previously attended
the above rnentioned courses for occupational health service
personnel. Two hundred people took part. Last week, April 27-28,
contact days cf this kind were arranged for the fourth time
in succession. This time 1 000 people teck part. In addition
certain further training courses are arranged every year for
srnaller groups: industrial hygienic dust sampling, industrial
hygienic gas and solvent sampling, technical acoustics, assess
ment of warrn work places, epiderniology for industrial physi—
cians, occupational ophthalmology etc. Most cf the courses
last for 3-6 days and involve groups cf 15-40 participants.
During the coining year a nuinber of one-day courses will be
added in various subject areas.

The basic technical training previously undergone by parti

cipants in the safety and hygiene engineer training course

has varied as per the following:

100

lower engineering certi—
ficate

-upper secondary school
engineering certificate

ngineering degree or
comparable pcst—secondary
qualifications

50

25

o
1972 1975 1974 1975 197
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Between 1968 and 1973 the National Institute of Occupatio
nai I-lealth held an annual ergonomics course for “technical
planners”, i.e. production and work study engineers, machine
designers, industrial designers, architects etc. Owing to
the dynamic expansion of training activities for safety and
hygiene engineers, industriai physicians and industrial nurses,
scope has flot been available in the past few years for addi—
tional ergonomics courses, even though enterprise and mdi—
vidual persons have shown great interest in this quarter.
This target group is not immediately concerned with occupa—
tional health services but is nonetheless very important in
connection with occupational safety and health and the wor—
king environment, because these people, through the measure
they take at the planning and design stage, influence the
work and working environment of others.

In 1975/76 the National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health arranged a special five week course on work safety
for senior safety delegates, regional safety delegates and
some trade union representatives in work environment questions.
Although they have flot received any more extensive basic edu
cation in the technical or medical field these representatives
have to comrnunicate in work safety and health questions with
the occupational safety and heaith specialists, company ma
nagement, etc. To provide a basis for other, advanced courses

on work safety and health for workers representatives,
a thorough evaluation of the experiences cf the course
was undertaken and presented in a written report.

j

r,
2
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)_‘.
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APPEITI)TX II

The purpose of the theoretical instruction is to communicate
knowledge concerning the huma.n aspect of working life and the
specia.l health ha.zards entailed •by working life. It is aiso
aimed at supplying information concerning the a’oility of medica.l
care, personnel administration and organizationa.l and technical
measures to achieve the best possible working environnent and.
the best possible opportunities of mutual a.djustment hetween
ma.n and bis working environnent.

Pra.ctical service in occupationa.l bealth 15 designed to give
insight and. skills essentiai to the worlc of an industriai
physician.

Du.ration and design; nunbers of courses and participants

The theoretical portion of the training comprises eight weeks
full time studies a.t the National Board of Occupa.tiona.l Safety
and. Health in Stockholm. These eight weeks are d.iveded. into
six one—week periods and. one two—week perioâ, spread out over
a full year.

Practica.l service with an occupationa] heaith service unit
lasts for six months.

Every year two courses are held which are attended by 40—45
persons each. At the commencement of Ibis training, most of
the participants are a.lready employed a.s industriai physicians
and therefore do not need b complete the special period of
practica.l service otherwise included in the training course.

Subject content

The subject content cf the theoretica]. part of the training
is a.s follows.

Course week

1

2

3

Content

The orga.nization of occupationa.l hea.lth
services and their place in the firm and
in society

Occupational medicine and hygiene

Occupationa.l medicine and hygiene, cont.

Laws and regulations, opposite numbers and
forms of co—operation

SPECIÀLIST TRAININO 0F INDUSTRIATJ PESICT.Nj SYIJLABUS

- Purpose

I
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• continued

.

Course week Content

4 Ergonomie work place assessment a,M design

5 Psychosociai questions in the work environment

6 Job placement, rehabilitation a.td epidemiology

7+8 Alternative programmes ooncerning, for example,
ocoupationa]. bealtb services in State enterprises,
oooupational healtb service oentres; problems
concerning the wcrking environment in the
engineering industry, obeinical ind.ustry, forestry
and agriculture etc. The programmes are drawn
up to suit the special interests and baclcgrour.ds
of the paa?bioipants.

Most of tbe period of practioaJ. service is devoted to practical
oocupational bealtb service, but turne is also allotted for the
study cf organizationa]. and administrative questions a.nd other
questions relevant te tbe vork cf occupaticnaJ. bealtb services.
Tbe trainee is tutcred by tbe responsible pbysician at *he ccmpany
ocncerned.

Perms cf instruction and_examination

Instruction takes the feria cf lectures, group discussions,
applied exercises and private study. Trainees passing a written
test and —where apprcpriate— completing tbeir period cf praotical
seryice are award.ed an industrial physician training diploma.

I
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APPENflIX III

SPECIALIST TRAININO 0F INEUSTRIAL ÎFJRSESYLLAEUS

Purpose

The theoretical instruction is designed to convey a. knowleage
of the i]ealth hazards a.nd. accident risks of working life
together with a knowledge of medical and technicai measures
for their prevention. It is aiso designed to ccnvey a
knowledge of hurnan aptitudes ana limitations in terms of
medical science) industria.l physiology and industrial psychology,

( . as well as an unclerstanding of the application of these
aisciplines in the a.djustment of the environment to ma.n and
the placement cf employees in suitable surroundings. FirallN,
the instruction must convey a certain proficiency in the communi
cation of health information.

IDuiation ana design; numbers cf courses and participants

In the case cf nurses who are not ernployea as industrial
nurses a.t the commencement of the training, the theoretical
portion comprises eight weeks’ full tirn.e studies at the National
Boara of Occupationai Safety ana Hea.lth in Stockholm. These
eight weeks are diveded into two periods of six weeks ana a
fortnight respectively Betvreen the to periods cornes a
three—month period of practical service with an occupational
health service unit. h
The training undergone by practising industrial nurses comprises
eight weeks theoretical instruction aividea into 2—3 perioda of
2—4 weeks each, spreaa out over between six ana ten months.

At present three training courses aie arrangea every yeai for
practising industrial nurses, ana each of them is attended by
45—48 persons. One course is arrangea every year for nurses who
aie not practising industrial nurses a: the commencement of their
training.

The theoretica.l portion of the traing ha.s the following
subject content.

Occupational hea.lth service 50 hours

Ergonomics 50

Work safety- 15

Occupational meairine ana hygiene 50

Inaustriai psychology ana social
medicine 45
Miscellaneous activities 15

225 hours.



APPENDIX III
continued.

The overwhelmingly greater part of the period of practical
service is devoted to practical occupational health service.
The practical service is perforrne under supervision at an
occupationai heaith service unit. The trainees also prepare
—mainly d.uring their perio of practicai service— a. speciai
paper on a suhject relating to occupationai heaith services.

Forrns of instruction and examination

The training inciudes instruction in theore1icai su’ojects,
group work, fieid visits, private study etc. Afier the
trainees have passed a. written test, presented the specia.i
assignrnent mentioned above an —where appropriate— compieted
their period. cf practice in occupationai hea.ith services, they
are awarded a dipioma certifying their compietion of the course
of training for industriai nurses.

.

.

:
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T1e purpose of the theoretical instruction is to furnish
knowledge concerning the hasards of working lif e and the way
in which they eau be rnea.sured. and evaluated, and aiso
concerning the technica.i a.djustment of work, work processes
and woi’k environirient in order to achieve positive orking
conditions.

The purpose of the period of practice in occupational hea.lth
services is to give the trainee such insight and skills as
are material to the work of an industriai safety and hygiene
engine er.

Dura.tion and design; number of courses a,nd participants

In the case of engineers who a.t the commencement of the training
are not ret practising safety and hygiene engineers, the
theoretical portion of the course comprises 15 weeks’ full
urne studies at the National Board of Oecupa.tional Safety and
Hea.lth in Stockholm These 15 weeks are divided into two
periods of 1 2 and. 3 weeks respectively. A six-montlj speli of
practice in occupa*ional health services cornes between the two
periods.

In the case of practising safety and hygiene engineers the
training comprises 14 weeks’ theoretical instruction. These
14 weeks are divided. into 7 periods of 2 weeks each, spread out
over a. full year.

At present one’ course is arranged every year for practising
safety and hy-giene enginecrs and another for engineers who are
not yet practising safety and hygiene engineers. Ea.ch course
is attended by 45—50 engineers.

Su’bject content

The theoreticai portion of the training ha,s the following
subject content:

1) Ergonomies 45 hours

2) Industrial hygiene
Chemical health ha.zards
Ventilation and. heating

technology
Vision and lighting
Radiation protection
Acoustics and noise control

&

AFPENTIX

SPECIALIST TRAINING 0F INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HYGIENE
ENGINRERS; SYLLABUS

Purpose
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5) Work safety
Legislation, insura.nce and.

collective agreements
Safety engineering

4) Enviroiinientai hygiene 20

5) Methois of investigation ani
information (including a certain
amount of time reserved for the
prosentation of a speciai
assignment) f

6) The organization of occupationai 15
health services

)1aneous act ivi ti es 25

565 hours.

The overwhelmingiy greater pait of the period of practicai
service is devoted to practicai occupational heaith service
work. Time is also spent, however, on studying organizational,
administrative and other questions with a bearing on work in
the technicai sector of occupa: ionai heaith services. The
trainee is tutored. by the senior safety anci hygiene engineer
of the firm or administrative authority concerned.

1

Forms of instruction and exarnination

Instruction comprises euh—courses (foiiowed by written tests)
and. genera.i subjects, and. it takes the forrn of lectures,
demonstrations and. exercices, group discussions etc. The
special assignment inciuded in the training course is primariiy
a form of instruction and exarnination. In the second instance
the specia.l assigiunent can contribute towads the solution of
an acute problem at the trainee’s firm or within the f irm where
he does bis practicai training. Trainees passing ail the
written tests, completing their special assignment and —where
appi’opriate— completing their practicai training in occupational
health services receive a dipioma certifying their completion
of the industi’iai safety and hygiene engineer training course.

î

I

APPENDIX IV
continued

70 hours

55
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